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Man goes from 
home into city
Strong evidence has 
emerged that a man set 
out on a bicycle in the 
snow last Wednesday.  
The police have yet to 
complete their investiga-
tions, but a spokesman 
said early forensic 
findings led to a strong 
suspicion   that  the   man 

Blizzards have caused traffic chaos across the 
whole of the region.  The Highways Agency 
came in for severe criticism for failing to show 
proper grit and heroically grit the roads with gritty 
determination, or to reopen the salt mines and 
send children down there. 
But an Agency spokeswoman said Wednesday 
night's problem was not the result of bad 
weather. He left it at that, he had to be off home.
Some side roads were only passable with care.  
Meanwhile, scores of motorists were caught in 
an estimated 100 mile (160 kilometre) tailback on 
southbound Queen Street. During the evening in 
Norwich it was taking motorists an hour to drive a 
few hundred yards to the chippy, and at one 
stage buses and taxis stopped running.  A man is 
believed to have been seen coming out of the 
chip shop wearing cycle clips.
A year ago, hundreds of drivers were trapped 
overnight on the same stretch of road after snow 
and ice made driving conditions nightmarish.  
They are believed to still be there, waiting for 
their sat navs to be updated.
Drivers across the city rang BBC Radio Norfolk 
on Wednesday evening to criticise the operation 
to grit the roads, saying the cyclist should have 
been rounded up instead. 
One motorist said she had been stuck in traffic 
for about sixty three hours.  ‘What’s more’, she 
added, “I was overtaken by a man on a bicycle”.
A spokewoman for Norwich City Council told us: 
"We are doing everything we can and have been 
gritting grittily for the last 24 hours.  "We have 
had gritters out since two weeks ago last night 
(Thursday) and throughout this (Wednesday)

was at large, going around the city in broad 
daylight.  He added that the public should be 
wary, and try to stay in their cars with all the 
windows kept firmly closed and engines running.

Gridlock in city

"The problems are being caused by a cyclist, 
exacerbated by the volume of snow and sheer 
numbers of vehicles trying to leave the city early 
to get away from the arctic weather." 

morning gritting grittily and 
assaulting and peppering 
main roads”. 

RIGHT:      Flashback to last 
October when council staff 
placed leaves on a path in 

an attempt to stop the cyclist
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Michael Dale hands over the Chair to Jeff Jordan and Virginia Greasley

from the Chair

Dear Member
This is my end of year report as delivered to the AGM on 18 November.  The year has seen a number of changes which 
have affected the campaign and a number of events that will have a very real effect on the future of cycling in England.
The Positives
Last year, the campaign was involved in a number of successful initiatives, such as the exhibition at Ethika’s in 
Timberhill and the very busy stall at The Forum as part of the Tour of Britain visit to Norwich. Both were well attended 
with many non members coming to talk to the campaign about our activities. The stall at The Forum was particularly 
busy with hundreds of visits during the day and about 15 members helping out on the stall.
2010 saw the long awaited opening of a secure cycle park at St Andrews Car Park. Although opened in May the official 
opening took place prior to the annual VIP ride for councillors and council officers during National Bike Week. Opened 
by the Lord Mayor, the new facility is well designed, well placed and very easy to use. Unfortunately it is not well 
signposted yet but we are working to change that.
In June/July the new membership system came into place and the committee agreed to take the opportunity to change the 
basis of the membership and in particular to reduce the cost. We have had a few new members and most of our existing 
members have renewed their membership. Overall we have more members at the end of 2010 than we had in 2009 but 
need to recruit many more if we are to have a loud voice.

Jeff Jordan (left) takes over from Michael Dale (right) at the AGM

The committee saw new members get involved this year.  Thanks to 
Bob Cutter who agreed to take over the role of Membership/
Treasurer at last year’s AGM and Nicola for agreeing to do the 
minutes despite having to travel from Wymondham for meetings; 
Matthew for turning out an excellent quarterly newsletter; Oli for 
improving the website and keeping it up to date and Jeff and 
Virginia who have shared the consultations officer role .
This year has seen a rise in attendance at the committee meetings 
after a number of years of decline. The committee welcomes any 
member to come along and get involved would like to thank those 
who made the meetings so much more enjoyable this year.
Last year, the group purchased a new wooden bike to donate to 
George White Primary School. The bike has no pedals or stabilisers 
and it is suggested that they improve the teaching of children to 

cycle by helping them learn how to balance.  We hope in the New Year to be able to report back on how this test has 
worked and if successful to be able to recommend these cheap and durable bikes to other primary schools. 
Could Do Better
This year’s National Bike Week was not the success of previous years. This year we were only able to put on 3 events.  
Thanks to Matthew for his historic bike ride based on Elizabeth I Progress to Norwich in 1578 and Martin’s ever popular 
pub ride and the annual VIP ride which was undertaken by myself and Richard.
I think it is fair to say, that for a number of reasons, not least of which was the clash of this year’s National Bike Week 
with many of our members holiday arrangements, that this year’s level of activity was poor compared to previous years. 
Next year, should National Bike Week still happen following the cuts, we have already started to work on a proposal to 
take part in a large event based around cycling at North Earlham Business Park. We will however need greater 
involvement in both the planning of events and attendance if we are to improve our performance.
This year we have had coverage on a number of issues in both the local papers and radio and most of it has been very 
positive. However, we are still getting overlooked when the press want to talk about transport. Partly this is because large 
parts of the media, TV in particular, regard cycling as a leisure/sport activity and not part of an integrated transport 
solution to the problems of congestion and pollution, and partly because we have not taken the opportunities to make our 
voice heard.  Next year we must do more to use what opportunities we have, including letters pages, to raise cycling 
interests with the public.
The Negatives
Following the general election and the formation of the coalition government, the proposed creation of a Unitary 
Authority in Norwich was scrapped by Eric Pickles as virtually his first act as Minister for Local Government. The 
campaign had long supported unitary status for Norwich as an opportunity to have one council directly elected by, and 
accountable to, citizens of Norwich. We believe the transport decisions for Norwich should be decided by Norwich 
councillors and not by those representing residents of Loddon and Kings Lynn etc. It is noticeable that at present not a 
single member of the Norfolk County Council cabinet represents a ward in Norwich despite it being the only city in East 
Anglia. I suspect the campaign will be hearing a lot more from Minister Pickles over the next few years and none of it 
will be good for cyclists.
Despite the sterling work undertaken by Cycle England, it has been abolished. A strong voice for cyclists has in the 
words of the Daily Telegraph been “silenced”. Gone perhaps will be any future “cycle towns” or funding for cycle 

Feedback from the AGM
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training. Perhaps its best that David Cameron had his bike stolen as it will obviously save him from the embarrassment of 
pretending to be a keen cyclist. Actions as ever are more important than words.
As I write this report, Norfolk County Councillors are meeting to discus a 10% or £4 million a year cut to the county’s 
transport budget. Normally I would describe such a cut as an opportunity as cycling initiatives are less expensive than 
car based solutions to transport problems. However this is Norfolk County Council and any hope that they will seek to 
protect cycling, buses or pedestrians when deciding where the axe falls should be looked at in line with the history of 
their past acts.  Already the county council has decided in line with its “end the war on drivers” philosophy to cut the 
funding for speed cameras. Norfolk Police, who recognise the contribution of speed cameras to the large cuts in road 
deaths over the last 10 years, are trying to find money to retain as many speed cameras as they can. We wait to see the 
outcome of these efforts but as Norfolk Police are also facing huge cuts to its funding, this may be very difficult.
Last winter revealed, in a shocking way, the real state of public roads not just in Norwich but across the country. In 
normal times action to replace the shortfalls in the funding of roads would have surely followed. However, we do not live 
in normal times and instead of increasing the funding for road repairs the Government and through them the councils are 
reducing the money to be spent on roads.  This is not new, the roads in Norwich did not get to the state they are in 
overnight, it has taken decades of underfunding to reach this point. Both the city and county councils have for years 
invested in patching up roads and wasting millions of pounds “dressing” roads most of which fall apart weeks after the 
work has finished. The cuts can only make this situation worse. 
As you can see, I believe that most of the negatives revolve around the present huge cuts to public finances and the 
change in the political climate back to the pre 1980’s era to when road accidents, deaths and serious injuries were 
considered to be a price worth paying for increase car use.
Maybe the group should think seriously about joining others in groups like Norfolk Coalition against the Cuts as cyclists 
clearly will be major losers when cuts happen.  The cuts and political change are not inevitable or irreversible. They can 
be beaten but we may need to join with others to achieve this.

Message from Jeff
As the new Chair, sharing the duties with Virginia Greasley I look forward to another year promoting cycling in Norwich.
This is a very difficult time for new developments, with savage cuts in all services. At the recent AGM Norwich Cycling Campaign 
members voted to affiliate to the Norfolk Coalition against the Cuts, a multi-party organisation supported by many trade unions and 
community groups
Despite the planned spending reductions , Norfolk County Council still insists that the Northern Distributor Road is a possibility.
It remains to be seen what few schemes will go forward in 2011/2.
We may be restricted to holding developers to account in putting in cycling facilities already promised as part of a planning permission. 
As an example, I do not think that Norwich City Football Ground has the number of cycle stands committed to at the last redevelopment. 
Now that their car park has been sold off for future housing, this will compel more supporters to walk and use public transport as well as 
to cycle. We would do well to see if Norwich City must still provide the promised cycle parking.
There should be cycle access from St Stephens Road to Fellowes Plain, the housing development on the old Norfolk and Norwich 
hospital site. This too needs pursuing.
One aim of cycling campaigns generally is to make cycling mainstream, and help from the media could be gained to portray cycling as 
an everyday activity.
TV is a powerful medium, and I am struck by the contrast between real life and entertainment, drama and documentaries.
Watching news items from around the country and worldwide, in outdoor scenes, within a few seconds of the start of almost any news 
clip, there is someone on a bike passing by or stopping to watch the proceedings.
Contrast this with the Soaps, or series such as New Tricks, where the rare cyclist is an oddball. Sponsored cycle rides gain much 
publicity and raise funds for many worthy causes, but I feel they can encourage people to feel that cycling is an endurance activity, as 
when it is used in the gym.
If the prevalence of everyday cycling was presented in fiction as it is in everyday life, maybe it would reinforce the image of cycling as a 
mainstream form of transport.

Getting through the serious 
business part of the AGM



Phyll’s Philosophies
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 Phyll Hardie

During the AGM, a large 
number of bikes were parked 
outside on the railings along 
Princes Street.
After the formal business, 
those who attended settled 
down to enjoy some 
documentary films covering 
cycling in the 1950s.

This year Norwich Cycling Campaign celebrated its 20th

anniversary.  It was started by Matthew Williams and fellow 
committed cyclist, Les Hopkins.  At that time they considered 
that cyclists’ needs could be better served, that more people 
would be encouraged to get around by bicycle if there were some 
proper facilities.  It was of course a national move with cycling 
campaign group starting up all over the country.  Since then 
things have improved enormously such that cyclists’ needs and 
demands have become built into the planning process, or at least 
that is the theory.  It’s a pity that some excellent schemes have 
fallen prey to current cost cutting measures – Cycling England, 
formerly the English Regions Cycling Development Team, the 
National Cycling Strategy, and the now long-forgotten about 
East of England, England’s Cycling Country, set up by the East of 
England Tourist Board to encourage cycle tourism in East Anglia, 
to name but a few.
To my mind motor traffic is increasing, judged by the increasing 
length of time I have to wait to get out onto my nearest main 
road, Plumstead Road in the north-east of Norwich. However, 
according to DfT statistics bicycle use continues to rise, while 
motor traffic is falling, with goods vehicle movements down to 
their lowest level since 1996.  These same statistics tell us that 
cycling appears strongest among the higher earners, with 8 per 
cent of Inner London residents now cycling to work, a significant 
jump on previous years.  What is the picture for Norwich?  
Judging by the number of bikes parked at cycle racks 
throughout the city, particularly at popular spots like the railway 
station – always overflowing – I’d say the situation looks healthy.  
Lots of bikes – but where are their riders?

*
You probably know by now that my most enjoyable cycling is out 
in the countryside.  I think this is the perfect way to see it, not 
as slow as walking but not so fast that sights, smells and sounds 
are missed.  During September I had the opportunity to cycle in 
countryside new to me while visiting friends and relations.  I 
took my folding Brompton with me on the train and this gave me 
the opportunity to cycle in East Sussex – NCN route 2 along the 
coast – Kent – very hilly! – and Peterborough – flat!  We may 
think we have too much motor traffic here, but down south it is 
much more congested.  There cyclists need their facilities, and 
there are plenty of them about.
I can’t help wondering how much longer the number of vehicles 
on the roads can be allowed to increase before there is complete 
gridlock. Building new roads to accommodate them only 
encourages more and anyway there is only a finite amount of land 
to build on.  Sometime in the future someone has to say ‘enough

Over the River Nene. Phyll (in white cardigan) in company 
with cycling officers and campaigners in Peterborough

them, so do the decorators, carpenters, electricians, 
accountants and others who help to keep them running.  Instead 
of circulating locally, customers’ money is sucked out of their 
cash-cards straight to head office, whose record profits each 
year make headline news.  It has been calculated that £10 spent 
on a vegetable box scheme generates £25 worth of benefit to 
the local economy - £11 more than the same money spent in a 
supermarket.
So beware, Unthank Road, and, shortly, Sheringham.
Do have a good Christmas – and take care on those wintery 
roads.

is enough’ – no more vehicles can be accommodated.  But ever 
more vehicles appears to be associated with that apparently 
desirable state known as ‘growth’.  I have just read an excellent 
book by environmental author Richard Girling (a North Norfolk 
man) called ‘Greed’.  He says, 
When finance ministers applaud ‘growth’ they celebrate a process of 
material gain that reaches far beyond anything we need to fulfil our 
procreative function or to enjoy the ‘equal and unalienable human rights’ 
prescribed for us by the United Nations.  Greed in the third millennium is 
a juggernaut running out of control.  We are defined by what we possess 
and are incapable of being satisfied with what we have.  Individually, 
collectively, nationally, we are locked in the pursuit of more.
In the same book there is the news that the British Retail 
Planning Forum in 1998 calculated that a major supermarket 
opening in a town causes a net loss of 276 jobs.  High streets 
lose their character, communities lose their heart and local 
economies falter.  When shops close, their suppliers go with

More from Jeff...
I was interviewed a few weeks ago by Wally Webb for Radio Norfolk on 
Gentleman's Walk after a report by Aviva on the high frequency of cycle theft.
I was all prepared to downplay the scaremongering with the line that always 
using a D-lock and leaving your bike in well observed places, and not overnight 
in the city, would mostly avoid these thefts.

As anyone listening will have heard, as we began our broadcast, a young man 
came to lock up his bike and Wally asked him for his experience.  He launched 
into an account of how he had had 20 bikes stolen in recent years, the last 2 
involving someone breaking in to steal locked bikes from his home. His remedy 
was to ride a £20 bike!

In contrast to this extreme example, my only experience of theft is with a bike 
with the flimsiest of cable locks left until the early hours outside St Andrew’s 
Hall one weekend.

On another occasion when a member of my family lost their bike key I 
happened to have a Junior hacksaw, and 5 minutes work saw this D-lock 
despatched (see photo behind this text).

Following this and the radio broadcast I have upgraded to a better quality 
D-lock, although I do resent carrying the extra 500g.        Watch this space!
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It had seemed like a good idea at the time: create and ride a coast‐to coast route (alone, due to my idiosyncratic 
riding style) across Wales and England from furthest west to furthest east, before the last of the decent autumn 
weather disappeared. Whilst I was at it, why not get sponsored for the Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of 
Torture? After all, people seem to be able to get sponsored for things that require little effort at all( walking to the 
shops, blowing their nose six times in succession…). 

Now, in the dark of an October evening, as I contemplated the locked gates of a mysterious processing plant that lay 
across the end of a 2 mile‐long lane and realised that I was (a) lost, and (b) still a good 10 miles from my B&B, I felt 
grumpily fed up. The plant offices were brightly lit but I could see no human life. A guard dog in a pen spotted me and 
began to bark furiously and ceaselessly. The machinery in the plant buildings clanked and ground noisily. No‐one 
came, even when I shouted. The dead‐end lane began to feel more and more like the sort of place where  gangs of 
sinister men with names like Jakob would come to dump the dismembered corpses of their enemies. I turned  and 
headed back the way I had come (memo to self: bring proper‐sized maps of the whole route next time…)

THE DRAGON 
AND HERRING
SOLO BIKE RIDE

(ST.DAVID’S TO LOWESTOFT NESS)
MATT LUDFORD, OCTOBER 2010

Lower points: the warden of a certain youth hostel in Wales who seemed to regard the presence of all of four 
hostellers as a resented impediment to the smooth running of the place; the grinding tedium of cycling in some parts 
of rural Cambridgeshire; the reality of cycling in Cambridge, which I had naively assumed to be a type of cyclists’ 
Nirvana. Also on the debit side was a man whom I will always remember as the Pedant of Tewkesbury, with whom I 
argued about my right to cycle on a “shared use” pedestrian/cycle path. I left him busily filming “some vandals from 
Worcestershire County Council who are damaging my boundary”.

Still, this was my only real naviga‐
tional mistake on the trip. My route 
took in some fantastic places, some of 
them anticipated: the coast of 
Pembrokeshire; the Tywi valley; the 
Black Mountain and Brecon Beacons 
National Park. Other gorgeous but 
lesser‐known areas , to me at any 
rate, included the countryside east of 
Hereford with its commons, sharp‐
sided hills and woods; the 
rollercoaster Rollrights between 
Shipston‐on‐Stour and Banbury; the 
understated beauty of north Suffolk.

my B&B in Northamptonshire that I’d set wheel in 
five counties since breakfast; the sense of history 
that touched me as I lost count of the Roman roads 
that I crossed. Apart from the incident above, I even 
enjoyed the cycling on back lanes in the dusk or 
darkness as there was little traffic and I was able to 
see or hear the occasional owl and watch the fields 
gradually blur into the night. I also felt very 
satisfied that I coped with the mileage when my 
only training was my daily 9 mile commute and that 
the ride was completed on my only bike, a Dawes 
Discovery hybrid that leads a hard life as it’s used all 

High points: all the places listed above; the solitude and bleakness of the moors around 
Usk Reservoir where I saw a red kite lazily gliding on the air currents; realising as I reached 

year round.  My Dad, who used to tour  Mid Wales in the 1940’s on a 3 speed BSA that was his sole bike, would 
have approved! 

What did I learn? I learned not to trust two pages torn from a road atlas as my only 
aid in crossing rural Cambridgeshire in the dark. I learned that cycling in Norfolk is 
poor preparation for riding up Welsh hills (no real surprise there..).  I also found 
that, at my average pace, it wasn’t possible to explore the places that I passed 
through whilst still covering 50‐75 miles per day. I discovered that just because a 
road is a B road doesn’t mean that it won’t be populated by heavy commuter 
traffic that passes you close enough to shave your legs.

Overall, though, I look back on the ride as time well‐spent and a good way of 
finding fantastic places to which to return and explore. The final total of my 
sponsorship money has not had GiftAid added on yet, but when it has it will be 
around £700 or so, much more than I had anticipated.

Matt Ludford



Handling Complex Enquiries – ask a 
helpful local
(or: Trafficking in Questions of Congestion)

From the look of this map, my dear old chap,
The Forum Plain is plainly near.
But how does one reach the Forum, please?
Is it quicker by far in one’s posh Porsche car
Than shuffling on one’s precious knees?

“Whoy, bless yew booi. As crow dew floi,
Tha’ ain’t tew far from Riverside,
A turkey trot to the Forum nigh.
So, hold yew hard and listen hear.
Oi’ll give yew good doirections clear.

Up Prince o’ Wyles Rud, droive smartly, and
Then turn yew roight through old Tombland.
Down Fye Bridge Street, up Mag-da-len,
Left Magpie-Aylsham Rud and then
Take left again at Boun-da-ry.
Then best head west – be trusting me!

Three toims round Swaffham in the rain.
Then, burning gas, go east again.
Afore tew long, yew’ll see Grapes Hill.
Keep a-troshing booi, please, if yew will.
A one-way street? No worries, pal.
(Police are orl on leave this week.)

Yew’ve ended up in Castle Mall?
The Forum’s just across the way.
Droive Porsche just past the outdoor market.
But yew’ll still need some place te park it.

No parking space? Well, tha’s just foine.
Just stop yew there on yeller loine,
Or leave your Porsche by tha’ red lamp.
If tha’s not nicked, yew’ll foind tha’s clamped!”

This city fine has no straight line
From A to Z. It’s round the houses.
Slow traffic’s sad – not quaint, quite MAD,
With Porsches pushed by big girls’ blouses!
Yes, in this lovely city fine,
Pedestrian and cyclist whine:
“Motorist, slow yew down a tad!
Two wheels good, an’ four wheels bad.”

John Thompson
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� It’s official – we are now the Beccles and Bungay Cycle Strategy with the aim of helping our sister town create good facilities for  
cyclists in and around the town. We are an established registered charity and this status will help in the funding of new projects in Bungay. 
� The series of 5 Beccles Loop maps with summary map have now been printed & a small stock will be heading the way of NCC –
please let me know if you would like any more of these free maps.
� With the support of Suffolk CC, the Beccles Cycle Route Map has also been updated and we should be printed as you read. Please 
request copies from me @ info@pinetrees.net.  Beccles cycle network continues to grow with the tireless help of Cllr Graham Elliott who 
has recently seen long-term projects come to fruition - such projects as: one-way with cycle contra-flow in Kemps Lane, a TRO at Sandy 
Lane to disallow motorised vehicles except for access and a TRO at the old Byway, off Cucumber Lane which allows all but motorcycles –

this offers a quiet link for workers at Ellough to use.

BCS    Beccles
      Cycle
Strategy

The Beccles Millennium Project - building safe routes to schools

Secretary Sue Bergin 
reports on the latest 
from BCS (below)

F o r  i n f o :   Sue’s Snippets from...
…and Sue also sent us this 

picture taken of a cycle 
maintenance stand in a local 

market in Osnabruck with a 
stream of customers, taken 

on a train to Germany – she 
said it made her want to cry...

In Newsletter 78 we reported on 142 bikes parked at the railway station on a day in July.  
On a cold wet November day, there were 106 bikes in the main stands (with virtually no 
free spaces), and a further 8 parked on the south side of the station building.  When this 

parking was put in a few years ago the summer average was 56 bikes.

‘Helpful’ signs point thieves to the 
secure store at the bus station, 
which was recently duly broken 
      into and the bikes removed...

...but still better than the 
other paltry cycle parking:

...and parking of vans in the city centre is never a problem. 

All these photos of obstructive parking 
were taken during a 30 minute period 

mid-morning on 15 October 2010



lights on, no flashing please!

… continuing our collection of instances of features around the city that have kindly been provided to help us 
feel needed at Norwich Cycling Campaign, there’s nothing worse than feeling you haven’t got a role in life...

Sarah pleads…  lights on, no flashing please!
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Have you noticed that now the dark evenings are with us that more cyclists are using flashing front and rear bicycle lights? I would like to draw 
fellow cyclists' attention to the discomfort that these lights cause to some people. Such lights are certainly effective in terms of visibility and draw 
the attention of other road users, but by using them you may be risking others' health and wellbeing. Some individuals suffer from photosensitive 
epilepsy - in which lights flashing at a certain rate may cause seizures in affected people. These people may be unaware that they suffer from 
epilepsy. Red lights are more problematic than other colours. Others with inner ear problems or a sensitivity to strobe lighting, photographic 
flashes or flickering light bulbs may also experience discomfort when cycling near others with flashing lights. Notwithstanding these facts, flashing 
lights on front and rear are acceptable in legal terms. 

The Department for Transport's Guidance on lights for pedal bicycles stipulates that cyclists riding during the hours of darkness or in poor 
visibility must have: 

- a white front light
- red rear light
- red rear reflector
- amber/yellow pedal reflectors - front and rear on each pedal.

Lights may be steady or flashing, so long as they flash between 60 and 240 flashes per minute. Epilepsy Research UK notes that lights which 
flash at a rate of between 5 and 30 flashes per minute can be particularly problematic. In the interests of safety, I prefer not to risk others' health 
and always use steady lights. I experience some discomfort from flashing lights myself, and a polite request to other cyclists asking could they 
please stop their lights flashing, when I encounter them at cycle parking stands, has been very effective.                        Sarah Elsegood

A fine test of night vision at St Faith’s Lane.  

“Don’t miss the post…” 

A fine test of day vision at Pottergate.  Most helpful comprehensive safety advice 
evidently directed at the individual

Intriguing new art work, enigmatically entitled ‘Cycle Parking’, 
presumably because of the proximity of some bicycles

Natural habitat to enhance 
Dussindale bike path

Multi-modal bike path at St William’s Way:  
maximises network efficiency during the school run

Shared use 
facility at 
Exchange 
Street to help 
support our 
fellow two-
wheelers

Carefully designing-in impossibly tight 
corners encourages organic development 

of the Dussindale network

CUSTOMER CHOICE AT EARLHAM GREEN LANE: “we can offer you an exciting and varied 
choice of seasonal surfaces, so you need never ride again on boring smooth dry tarmac…”



Website: www.norwichcyclingcampaign.org         Email: info@norwichcyclingcampaign.org
Discussion group: norwichcycling@yahoogroups.com

Chairman (jointly held): Jeff Jordan (jeffjordan117@msn.com) & Virginia Greasley
Treasurer & Membership Secretary Bob Cutter (robert.cutter@mypostoffice.co.uk)
Consultations Officer (jointly held): Michael Dale (01603 411954, michaelg.dale@btinternet.com) & Lucy Hall
Webpage Editor: Oliver Stretton-Downes (oliver@s-downes.freeserve.co.uk)
Newsletter Compiler: Matthew Williams (mattwill75@hotmail.com)
Other committee members: Phyll Hardie, Fraser Tomsett, Sharon Schofield
Minute Taker Christine Wilson
Hon. Auditor Rachel Mold
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Norwich Cycling Campaign members’ meetings normally take place on the 3rd Thursday of the month in 
The Copeman Room, United Reformed Church, Prince’s Street (go down the ramp).  

Forthcoming meetings:  16 December, 20 January, 17 February.

!! Deadline for material for Spring newsletter: 27 February 2011 !!

Norwich City Council (part time cycling officer): Tim Mellors (timmellors@norwich.gov.uk)

Contacts and Who’s Who 

Odds & ends

Adam’s birthday cake 
(he evidently likes his bikes)

Riding in the cold beats colds

As the weather gets colder, you might be 
tempted to put your bike away for the 
winter. But a study by researchers in the 
US claims that regularly riding a bike not 
only reduces the chances of getting colds 
and flu, but also alleviates the symptoms 
faster if you do get ill. 

Dr Mark Ridgewell said: "A person who 
does physical activity on a regular basis is 
less likely to suffer for a long period of time 
and doubles their chance of withstanding 
infection when it takes hold."

Salvador Dali woz ‘ere

Heap of wheels at the 
‘Not about the Bike’ 
where old bikes are brought 
back to useful life

Ruminations…

It may be interesting to think how 

dependent we cyclopedists seem to have 

become on motor vehicles for keeping 

surfaces clear of hazardous accumulations 

– be it ice, leaves or other debris.  That is, 

in the absence of anything or anybody else 

sweeping them...


